Our company “Torpedo” has been established in order to contribute in the field of Robotics, and mainly the industry improvement of marine and underwater vehicles (ROV).

Our company has participated in 2015 regional competition in port said, Egypt and international competition in St. John’s, new found land & Labrador, Canada. Also we’ve won the 2nd place in 2016 regionals.
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ROV Name: Triton
Net Cost: 3668$
Work Hours: more than 2000 hours in total.

Safety Features:
- Feedback system for thrusters have been applied to the GUI for complete supervision
- warning stickers have been placed in front of any probable source of danger
- A 25 Amp M.C.B is connected in surface controller to avoid overload hazards.
- A 2.75 bar adjustable pressure regulator.
- All edges are rounded.

Special Features:
- Maneuvering speed of 7.5 Knot.
- 15.9 Kg weight
- Two DOF pneumatic general purpose manipulator.
- Two analog HD Cameras with Wide angles.
- Digital Temperature Sensor.
- Depth Sensor and Depth automatic control.